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February 28, 2020 —  A                                       Poll released today provides a sweeping overview to how 
Canadians have reacted to the events and players surrounding the Wet’suwet’en conflict, and their 
perceptions about the many policies and priorities at stake. And even though complicated issues often take 
great patience and dialogue to solve, it’s apparent that most Canadians nowadays want less of “jaw jaw” 
and more of “fix fix” — for this and all other Indigenous related matters. The summary from the polling 
conducted this week is grouped into various chapters of a story that seems, to a majority, always the same 
and never ending.

Chapter 1: The State of the Country…
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6 IN 10
CANADIANS BELIEVE 

CANADA IS NOT 
HEADED IN THE 

RIGHT DIRECTION

Canadians think their provincial government is not headed in the right direction

55% Agree 45% Disagree
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Chapter 2: Leadership…
 

Politicians care more about their own partisanship interests than working  
on behalf of Canadians

From a list of people and players engaged in the current dispute, Canadians rank  
Prime Minister Trudeau at the bottom of the list for having handled it well

The need a federal election now to clear the air

Canadians do not think Prime Minister Trudeau is governing well

Canadians support the Prime Minister on his overall leadership of Canada

82% Agree

27% Yes

18% 

73% No

49% Agree

63% Agree

36% Yes

51% Disagree

34% Disagree

64% No

Chapter 1:  
Canadians perceive that, right now, Canada is broken

69% Agree 31% Disagree
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Chapter 3: The Dispute…

Chapter 4: Canada’s Indigenous People…

Canadians believe the rancour and actions taking place is about Indigenous 
and other groups trying to stop projects because of their potential impact on  
the environment

Canadians believe that Canadian governments lie to Indigenous people about 
making things better for them

From all the major participants engaged in the dispute, Canadians believe the 
federal government shoulders the most blame for the current situation

While disagreeing with their methods, Canadians say they stand with 
Indigenous people in solidarity to give them a voice to solve their issues

Canadians warn that if any group blocks rail service for whatever cause or 
reason, they give their provincial police and the RCMP permission to clear them 
and arrest them immediately

45% Yes

57% Yes

55% No

43% No

42% Agree

50% Yes

69% Yes

58% Disagree

50% No

31% No
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And, of course, to be continued…with a spoiler alert for another chapter…
Despite failing grades for Mr. Trudeau on every measure, there is still a path to political victory for himself 
and his party because of how Canada’s electoral map is structured. If those who support the Prime Minister 
on his overall leadership of Canada (36% /or for governing well at 37%) convert their sentiment into votes at 
the ballot box, there is a potential majority government within his grasp with Ontario (42%) offering him 
the greatest level of support, followed by Atlantic Canada (40%) Québec (36%) and British Columbia (35%). 
And with a minority parliament, anything can happen.

This                                                                                       survey was conducted for Postmedia among 1,511 randomly 
selected Canadian adults who are members of Maru/Blue’s Voice Canada Online panel on February 24, 2020 
and is considered accurate to within +/- 2.9 percentage points. Some results don’t tally to 100% due to 
rounding. Portions of the written findings and data may be used by anyone for publication in the public 
domain with appropriate attribution to the survey being conducted by                                               . 
Interpretation may be subject to correction.

What follows are the detailed findings of the survey—with all the question elements evaluated.

Chapter 4: CONT/…

Canadians don’t believe the Prime Minister has delivered on his promises to 
Indigenous people

Canadians really want Indigenous peoples to have the necessities of life –like 
food, clean water and housing—given to them even if it costs $1 Billion now

45% Yes 55% No

66% Agree 34% Disagree

Canadians believe we’ve done enough for Indigenous people in Canada and that 
it is their own fault that things don’t turn out well for them

48% Agree 52% Disagree
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Six in 10 say Canada is not headed in the right direction…
A majority (59% – 25% very/34% somewhat) believe that Canada is not headed in the right direction with the 
vast majority of Albertans (82%) holding this view followed by majorities in Manitoba/Saskatchewan (69%), 
British Columbia (50%), Atlantic Canada (56%), Ontario (55%), and Québec (54%).

Only four in 10 (41% – very 5%/somewhat 36%) of Canadians believe the country is headed in the right 
direction – with the most residing in Québec (46%), followed by those in Ontario (45%), Atlantic Canada 
(44%), British Columbia (42%), Manitoba/Saskatchewan (31%), and (perhaps not surprising but still 
astonishing) with only two in 10 (18%) believing so in Alberta.

Except for two, provincial governments viewed as not heading in the right 
direction…
A majority (55% – 3% very/24% somewhat) of Canadians do not believe their provincial government has 
them headed in the right direction. And while Albertans clearly don’t have the stomach for the federal 
Trudeau Liberals, Premier Jason Kenney has his own headwinds to battle as two thirds (66%) of Albertans 
don’t believe that his provincial government has them headed in the right direction, they are followed by 
those with views on their own province residing in Ontario (65%), Atlantic Canada (60%), Manitoba/
Saskatchewan (53%), British Columbia (46%), and Québec (37%).

Those who believe their provincial government is heading in the right direction (45%) are most likely to be 
found in Québec (63%), followed by those in British Columbia (54%), Manitoba/Saskatchewan (47%), 
Atlantic Canada (40%) this is, Ontario (35%), and Alberta (34%).

Majority perceive that right now, Canada is broken… 
The majority (69% – 31% very/37% somewhat) believe that “Right now, Canada is broken.” Those most likely 
to believe this state of being are from Alberta (83%) followed by those from Québec (79%), Manitoba/
Saskatchewan (71%), Atlantic Canada (60%), British Columbia (66%), and Ontario (59%).

Those who take the opposite view (31%) that right now, Canada is broken, hail from Ontario (41%) followed 
by those in British Columbia (34%), Atlantic Canada (32%), Manitoba/Saskatchewan 29%), Québec (21%), 
and Alberta (17%).

Partisanship reigns, not represents…
The vast majority (82% – 44% very/38% somewhat) believe that Canada’s politicians care more about their 
own partisan interests than working on behalf of all Canadians to solve issues. Those most likely to feel this 
way hail from Alberta (90%) followed by those from Atlantic Canada (86%), Manitoba/Saskatchewan 82%), 
Ontario (81%), Québec (80%), and British Columbia (79%).

The minority (18%) who put more faith in politicians than others are most likely to come from British 
Columbia (21%) followed by those from Québec (20%), Ontario (19%), Manitoba/Saskatchewan (18%), 
Atlantic Canada (14%), and Alberta (10%).
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Canadians split on the need a federal election now to clear the air…
The country is split with half (49% – 24% very/25% somewhat) believing it is time for a Federal election right 
now to clear the air versus the other half (51% – 23% very/28% somewhat) who don’t care to go to the polls.

Those most likely to desire to mark an “X” on a ballot come from Alberta (62%) followed by those from 
Manitoba/Saskatchewan (59%), Atlantic Canada (53%), Québec (52%), British Columbia (29%), and Ontario 
(40%).

Those less enthusiastic to go to the polls are first from Ontario (60%), followed by those from British 
Columbia (51%), Québec (48%), Atlantic Canada (47%), Manitoba/Saskatchewan (41%), and Alberta (30%).

Prime Minister Trudeau is perceived by two thirds to be not governing well…
Two thirds (63% – very 39%/somewhat 25%) of Canadians do not believe that Prime Minister Justin Trudeau 
is governing Canada well. Those in Alberta (78%) are most likely to hold this view followed by those from 
Saskatchewan/Manitoba (72%), Québec (66%), British Columbia (65%), Atlantic Canada (59%), and Ontario 
(57%).

Those who believe that Mr. Trudeau is governing Canada well (37% – 6% very/31% somewhat) are most 
likely to come from Ontario (43%) followed by those from Atlantic Canada (41%), British Columbia (35%), 
Québec (34%), Manitoba/Saskatchewan 28%), and Alberta (22%).

Just one third support the Prime Minister on his overall leadership of Canada…
Just over one third (36% – 6% very/30% somewhat) indicate that they support Prime Minister Trudeau and 
how he is leading the country, led by those from Ontario (42%), Atlantic Canada (40%), Québec (36%), British 
Columbia (35%), and Manitoba (30%).

Two thirds (64% – 40% very/24% somewhat) of Canadians do not support the Prime Minister with the 
highest number residing in Alberta (77%), followed by those from Saskatchewan/Manitoba, British Columbia 
(65%), Québec (4%), Atlantic Canada (60%, and Ontario (50%).

How the various players are perceived to have handled the rancour…
Based on what they’ve seen, read, or heard over the past three weeks since the dispute began, Canadians 
think each of the following have handled the “Wet’suwet’en situation” well:

Train and rail companies – 67% (20% very/47% somewhat)

Provincial Police – 57% (12% very/45% somewhat)

The RCMP – 55% (13% very/42% somewhat)

The media – 51% (9% very/43% somewhat)

Provincial Premiers – 45% (6% very/38% somewhat)

Conservative Leader Andrew Scheer – 36% (9% very/27% somewhat)

Deputy Prime Minister Chrystia Freeland – 35% (4% very/31% somewhat)

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau – 27% (3% very/23% somewhat)
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The main reason perceived to be behind the current very public dispute…
While many Canadians may be aware that there have been several actions taken by various Indigenous and 
other groups across the country – including some places where the disputes have led to railway blockages 
and trains being cancelled – the main reason behind those actions is not particularly clear. Given a choice, 
Canadians see the dispute trigger through different lenses’:

•  Indigenous and other groups trying to stop projects because of their potential impact on the environment 
(45%)

•  A dispute between hereditary and Band elected Indigenous leaders (26%)

•  Governments have not delivered on promises to Indigenous people (22%)

•  Demands that the RCMP leave an area (7%)

Federal government shoulders the most blame for this current situation…
Based on what they may know, a plurality of Canadians (43%) think the federal government shoulder’s the 
most blame for this current situation, followed by others:

The federal government – 42%
The Indigenous Wet’suwet’en Hereditary Chiefs – 27%
Environmental Protesters – 11%
The elected Indigenous Band Leaders – 9%
The British Columbia Provincial Government – 8%
The RCMP – 3%

While disagreeing with their methods, half of Canadians stand with 
Indigenous people in solidarity…
Half the Canadian public (50% – 16% very/34% somewhat) indicates that they may not agree with their 
methods, but they would stand with the Indigenous people in solidarity to give them a voice to solve their 
issues. This compares the direct other half (50% – 24% very/26% somewhat) who, of course, take the 
opposite point of view.

Of those Canadians who are willing to stand in solidarity (50%), Québec (60%) leads the way followed by 
those from Ontario (54%), Atlantic Canada (43%), British Columbia (42%), Alberta (38%), and Manitoba/
Saskatchewan (37%).

Of the other half (50%) who are not willing to stand in solidarity, they are first to reside in Manitoba/
Saskatchewan (63%), followed by those from Alberta (62%), British Columbia (58%), Atlantic Canada (57%), 
and Terry (46%), and Québec (40%).
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For any group that blocks rail service, swift consequences are expected…
Seven in 10 (69% – 44% very/25% somewhat) of Canadians indicate that if any group blocks rail service for 
whatever cause or reason, the provincial police and the RCMP have their permission to clear them and arrest 
them immediately.

Those most likely to believe in swift consequence for blocking rail service are from both British Columbia 
(75%) and Manitoba/Saskatchewan (75%), followed by those from Québec (74%), Alberta (69%), Atlantic 
Canada (67%), and Ontario (63%).

Those on the other side of the track (31% – 10% very/21% somewhat) most likely reside in Ontario (37%), 
followed by those from Atlantic Canada (33%), Alberta (31%), Québec (26%), and both British Columbia 
(25%) and Manitoba/Saskatchewan (25%).

Majority perceive that Canadian governments lie to Indigenous people…
A majority (57% – 19% very/30% somewhat) of Canadians believe that Canadian governments lie to 
Indigenous people about making things better for them. Those who hold this view are most likely to reside 
in Québec (67%), followed by those in Ontario (58%), Alberta (54%), Atlantic Canada (50%), Manitoba/
Saskatchewan (48%), and British Columbia (44%).

Those who disagree that Canadian governments lie to Indigenous people (43% – 12% very/31% somewhat) 
are most likely to hail from British Columbia (56%), followed by those from Manitoba/Saskatchewan (52%), 
Atlantic Canada (50%), Alberta (46%), Ontario (42%), and Québec (33%).

Majority don’t believe the Prime Minister has delivered on his promises to 
Indigenous people…
A majority (62%) of Canadians who do not believe that the Prime Minister has delivered on his promises to 
Indigenous people (62%) most likely can be found in Ontario (65%), followed by those in Québec (64%), 
Atlantic Canada (61%), British Columbia (60%), Alberta (57%), and Manitoba/Saskatchewan (55%).

Alternatively, only four in 10 (38% – 8 very/30% somewhat) believe that the Prime Minister has delivered on 
his promises to Indigenous people. Those who take that point of view can most likely be found in Manitoba/
Saskatchewan (45%), followed by those in Alberta (43%), Columbia (40%), Atlantic Canada (39%), Québec 
(36%), and Ontario (35%).

Spend $1 Billion now for Indigenous necessities of life…
Two thirds (66% – 31% very/35% somewhat) of Canadians really want Indigenous peoples to have the 
necessities of life—like food, clean water and housing—given to them even if it costs $1 Billion now. Those who 
were most adamant can be found in Québec (76%), followed by those in Ontario (67%), British Columbia 
(60%), Alberta (58%), Manitoba/Saskatchewan (57%) and Atlantic Canada (57%).

Those Canadians are against doing so (34% – 15% very/19% somewhat) are first to be found in both 
Manitoba/Saskatchewan (43%) and Atlantic Canada (43%), followed by those in Alberta (42%), British 
Columbia (40%), Ontario (33%), and Québec (24%).
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Canadians split on why things don’t turn out well for Indigenous 
people…
Half (48% – 19% very/29% somewhat) of Canadians believe that we’ve done enough for Indigenous people in 
Canada and that it is their own fault that things don’t turn out well for them. This point of view is most likely to 
be found in Manitoba/Saskatchewan (50%) followed by those who reside in Alberta (56%), Atlantic Canada 
(51%), British Columbia (50%), Québec (48%), and Ontario (41%).

The other half (52% – 21% very/31% somewhat) who disagree with this premise are most likely to be found 
in Ontario (59%), followed by those from Québec (52%), British Columbia (50%), Atlantic Canada (49%), 
Alberta (44%), and Manitoba/Saskatchewan (42%)

Methodology
These are some of the topline findings of a                                                                                       conducted as part of a 
regular sounding of Canadians on various issues and matters that affect their lives as citizens, consumers, 
and voters. The research is created and analyzed under the direction of veteran pollster John Wright, who is 
a Partner of DART C-Suite Communicators. Data was collected by Canada’s national survey sample 
research provider                              using their Voice Canada Omni Online curated panel. 

The survey was conducted among 1,511 randomly selected Canadian adults who are members of Maru/
Blue’s Online panel on February 24th, 2020. Respondents could opt in for either official language. The results 
have been weighted by education, age, gender, and region to match the population, according to Census 
data. This is to ensure the sample is representative of the entire adult population of Canada. Reporting of 
results from Prince Edward Island, Nunavut and both the Yukon and Northwest Territories is excluded 
because of extremely small sample sizes. Discrepancies in or between totals are due to rounding. The 
precision of this                                                                      is measured using a Bayesian Credibility Interval.  
In this case, the poll is accurate to within +/ - 2.9 %age points, 19 times out of 20, had all Canadian adults 
been polled. The credibility interval will be wider among subsets of the population and individual provinces.  

Visit http://www.dartincom.ca/polls/ for the written release and detailed tables.

For further information or commentary please contact:

John Wright 
Partner 
DART C-Suite Communicators  
(416) 919-2101   jwright@dartincom.ca
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About
DART C-Suite Communicators is a team of high-level insight specialists and seasoned communicators who 
partner with the C-Suite, Executive leadership, or the Board to advance and protect crucial interests, brands, 
assets, and reputations requiring vital intelligence and pivotal communication strategies. Differentiated by 
our C-Suite peer-level bench strength, DART C-Suite Communicators consultants are smart, strategic 
thinkers who bring experienced fresh-eyes to tough communications assignments knowing the right 
questions to ask, the internal and external audiences to heed, and the tools and tempo to deliver actionable 
solutions and accountability. Together, the DART C-Suite Communicators team discreetly and seamlessly 
fills the gaps in existing resources by either doing the work needed or by providing advice and counsel. We 
are C-Suite confidants who bring integrity, honesty, ideation, and trustworthy sound-boarding to every 
assignment.

DART C-Suite Communicators is independent and not tied to any political organization.

It is a partnership founded by veteran pollster John Wright and communications specialist Victoria Ollers. 
DART C-Suite Communicators public releases of polling results, including detailed tables (weighted/
unweighted), questions used and analysis, are provided freely at http://www.dartincom.ca/polls/

DART C-Suite Communicators abides by the MRIA polling disclosure requirements.

                             is a premium quality data services firm that provides reliable global data connections for 
brands, agencies, and market research. We create value for our clients by connecting them with expertly 
profiled known respondents for reliable, reproducible insights. We deliver instant access to the general 
population, specific markets, and your or your competitor’s customers.                              began disrupting the 
market community industry in 2000. Our market communities’ broke new ground, adding depth and 
richness to clients’ understanding of what motivates their customers and shapes their markets. Now, as part 
of the                   GROUP, we continue to provide reliable global data connections for agencies, brands, and 
market research firms.                   Springboard America, and                   Voice Canada, established more than a 
decade ago, are a testament to our commitment and depth of engagement. More recently we developed the 
                  Voice Business Canada and Springboard America Business Forum, both an excellent source for 
business to business research.

Discover us at: 
www.dartincom.ca     www.marublue.net 
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